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Course Information Sheet for entry in 2018-19
MSt in Korean Studies

About the course
This course aims to build on a basic knowledge of modern Korean and classical Chinese or modern Japanese.

The MSt aims:

to build your capability in using at least modern Korean for research purposes;
to acquaint you with many of the most important classical texts from Korean history, in modern Korean translation or the original Classical
Chinese or Old or Middle Korean;
to enable you to understand and use a range of classical references and historiographical and linguistic research methods for the treatment
of primary sources; and
to allow you to engage in specialised study from a wide range of options and exercise your new skills.

You should expect to attend up to ten hours per week of tutorials and should expect to spend an additional thirty to forty hours a
week, perhaps more, during each full term for preparation. In addition, you should expect to be set a considerable amount of work
during the vacations.

Language instruction, the reading of prescribed texts, and bibliographic or methodological exercises are usually conducted in
tutorials for which you are expected to prepare thoroughly in advance. Lectures are provided for instruction on general themes of
Korean and East Asian history and critical issues in contemporary and classical Korean linguistics. You are advised to take
advantage of public lectures offered on China and Japan, since they also supply historical context, comparative linguistic
information, regional background, and comparative perspectives for work in tutorials.

Teaching takes place in tutorials. You are required to prepare thoroughly for whatever is required: language exercises, prescribed
readings, essays, bibliographic or methodological exercises, and you should be able to present your preparation in nished form.
Depending on the task, the nished form may be written language exercises, essays on linguistics, historical, literary, or cultural
topics, or translation from Korean (or Chinese or Japanese) into English.

Outstanding students typically view themselves as ‘researchers in training’ and consciously set about building their competence in
the body of secondary reference materials available (in Korean, English, Chinese and Japanese) as an additional aspect of tutorial
preparation.

All preparation is for a set of nal examinations in the following three areas:

Prescribed texts
Either Modern Korean unprepared translation or Classical Chinese or Modern 
Japanese*
Methodologies for Classical Koreanology or Korean Linguistics

* Candidates who already possess a suf cient knowledge of Modern Korean will be required to choose Classical Chinese or Modern
Japanese.

Candidates are also required to submit a dissertation of not more than 15,000 words on a topic approved by the Board of the
Faculty of Oriental Studies.

Aside from the dissertation, the course is examined by two, three-hour examinations to be sat at the end (eighth week) of the third
term (Trinity) in June, and one examination to be completed in the Bodleian Library over the course of three and one-half days,
also during eighth week at the end of the third term. The dissertation deadline is the end of the sixth week of the third term.

All examination papers and the dissertation will be reviewed by examiners, one of whom is from outside the University. The
external examiner shall have the nal decision as to whether to award the degree. You will be examined viva voce unless you have
been individually excused by the examiners.

The examiners ordinarily award a pass/fail mark but may award a distinction grade for excellence in the whole examination. A
distinction grade should be viewed as a strong recommendation to continue research at the DPhil level.

Changes to courses

The University will seek to deliver this course in accordance with the description set out above. However, there may be situations in
which it is desirable or necessary for the University to make changes in course provision, either before or after registration. For
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further information, please see the University's Terms and Conditions.

Expected length of course

9 months 
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Costs

Annual fees for entry in 2018-19

Fee status Tuition fee College fee Total annual fees

Home/EU 
(including Islands)

£12,670 £3,112 £15,782

Overseas £19,915 £3,112 £23,027

The fees shown above are the annual tuition and college fees for this course for entry in the stated academic year; for courses
lasting longer than one year, please be aware that fees will usually increase annually. Information about how much fees and other
costs may increase is set out in the University’s Terms and Conditions.

Tuition and college fees are payable each year for the duration of your fee liability (your fee liability is the length of time for which
you are required to pay tuition and college fees).

Additional cost information

There are no compulsory elements of this course that entail additional costs beyond fees and living costs. However, as part of your
course requirements, you may need to choose a dissertation, a project or a thesis topic. Please note that, depending on your choice
of topic and the research required to complete it, you may incur additional expenses, such as travel expenses, research expenses,
and eld trips. You will need to meet these additional costs, although you may be able to apply for small grants from your
department and/or college to help you cover some of these expenses.

http://www.ox.ac.uk/admissions/graduate/fees-and-funding/tuition-and-college-fees/fee-status
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Living costs

In addition to your tuition and college fees, you will need to ensure that you have adequate funds to support your living costs for
the duration of your course.

The likely living costs for 2018-19 are published below. These costs are based on a single, full-time graduate student, with no
dependants, living in Oxford. We provide the cost per month so you can multiply up by the number of months you expect to live in
Oxford.

  Likely living costs for 1
month

Likely living costs for 9
months

Likely living costs for 12
months

Lower range Upper range Lower range Upper range Lower range Upper range

Food £258 £361 £2,318 £3,245 £3,090 £4,326

Accommodation £536 £677 £4,824 £6,093 £6,432 £8,124

Personal items £118 £263 £1,066 £2,364 £1,421 £3,152

Social activities £41 £123 £369 £1,105 £492 £1,474

Study costs £39 £85 £348 £765 £464 £1,020

Other £22 £47 £202 £419 £269 £559

Total £1,014 £1,556 £9,127 £13,991 £12,168 £18,655

When planning your nances for any future years of study at Oxford beyond 2018-19, you should allow for an estimated increase in
living expenses of 3% each year.

More information about how these gures have been calculated is available at www.graduate.ox.ac.uk/livingcosts.


